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Abstract. This article demonstrates how regional institutions in Southeast Asia help solving common problems (political, security, economic, environmental, social, cultural, etc.), form common rules, norms and customs for cooperation, create the agreed agendas for regional issue management. In the article, using a neo-liberal institutionalism approach, it has been ascertained what factors influence the effectiveness of the selected intergovernmental regional institutions in Southeast Asia, facilitate the regional response and reaction to common regional (economic, security, political, social) challenges. Regional agenda usually depends on actors, regional order (power structure within the region) as well as on regional identity. Institutions legitimize the region, but on the other hand, regional identity legitimates institutions.

Theoretical paradigm in the article is neo-liberalism. Two requirements should be fulfilled in order for neo-liberal institutionalism to be applicable: (1) there should be common interests (as gains are achieved through cooperation), (2) it is required that variations in the degree of institutionalization would exert substantial effects on the state’s policy.

The article analyzes how regional institutions in Southeast Asia form the possibility for the region to emerge as a single actor in the international system. Analysis of multi-
purpose regional institutions in ASEAN demonstrates how organization serves the purpose of enhancing the efficiency of transactions among states, but the ambiguity in them also functions as a tool to manage distribution of power.
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Introduction

The proliferation of regional groupings of Asian states is perhaps the most notable and consequential feature of the international landscape to take shape from the second half of the 20th century, and especially since the Cold War’s end. Regional institutions in Asia have expanded in number and, due to frequent overlap in a given territory, they have begun to coordinate their activities. Since the end of the Cold War, regional institutions have deepened their integration and expanded their roles and tasks that they can undertake. If current trends continue, relations within and between institutionalized regional grouping are likely to be the defining elements of the international system in the 21st century.

Theoretically, communication and socialization, sharing of information, increase of the consensual knowledge, growth of power and security through the concentration of resources and collective actions should be facilitated in regionalism. Regional actors have a deep interest in politics, economic and security areas in their respective regions. However, regional institutions vary in their capacities and sometimes are unable to fulfill the roles and tasks that they have been given.

Regional organizations institutions are a necessary part of organization studies because they supply most of the actors who are engaged in the policy-making process. Moreover, institutions are key variables in understanding how a regional organization works because the integration process itself is shaped by their patterns of contestation and cooperation. The object of the research is factors that determine effectiveness of the regional institutions in Southeast Asia. The aim of the research is as follows: using a neo-liberal institutionalism approach to ascertain what factors influence the effectiveness of the selected intergovernmental regional institutions in Southeast Asia. Following the objective, these tasks should be accomplished: (1) to survey theoretical perspective on neo-liberal institutionalism; (2) to explain regional institutionalism in Southeast Asia; (3) to follow new regional institutional structures in the Southeast Asia; (4) to describe factors of the effectiveness on regional institutions.

The article is a case study, it analyzes one region’s (Southeast Asia) case. The main research objective and tasks have influenced the selection of descriptive data analysis and comparative approaches. Descriptive data analysis method allows partially to display the factors affecting the effectiveness of regional organizations, analyzes separate regional organizations and relations between them and other international actors, according to neo-liberal institutionalism. Comparative method allows to
focus on certain common aspects of selected regional organizations and to use observed commonalities or variations among the cases to draw general conclusions about the variables under study. In the article, descriptive method helps to reveal the circumstances of the analyzed developments and trends.

Theoretical basis for the review of the regional institutions has been analyzed by the following authors: A. Paasi, A. Acharya ‘Constructing a Security Community in Southeast Asia’, A. Johnston, J. Eriksson, D. Bigo, R. Keohane ‘International Institutions and State Power’. The book discusses the theoretical regional institutions, regionalism process models, according to neo-liberalism, which is based at work. In the research, the following journals have been used: ‘Foreign Affairs’, ‘International Organization’, ‘Survival’, ‘Pacific Affairs’, ‘Asian Survey’, ‘Contemporary Southeast Asia’, ‘International Studies Review’, ‘Stanford Journal of East Asian Affair’. These articles contain research in Southeast Asian regional institutions and present effective examples of processes.

The first part of the analysis is based on theoretical paradigm of the neo-liberal institutionalism. The second part describes regional institutionalism in Southeast Asia. The analysis has been performed determining reasons limiting regional institutions effectiveness. The third part of the analysis is new institutional structures in the Southeast Asia according to neo-liberalism. The logic of comparison must include both elements of similarity and difference; therefore, in order to derive the greatest values from the analysis process, there have been chosen three different – in their purpose, development, member and issue scope – regional organizations institutions. The article is completed with conclusions and remarks on Southeast Asian institutionalization.

1. Theoretical paradigm of the neo-liberal institutionalism

Neo-liberal institutionalists view regional formations as more intermediary bodies, erected by member states primarily to solve collective action problems. Regional institutions are crafted by egoistic states looking to liberalize the marked and benefit from the joint giants associated with trade creation. Institutions facilitate cooperation and liberalization through building more stable expectations of reciprocity, increasing transparency and lowering information costs, and setting up mechanisms to resolve disputes and enforce agreements.

Institutions do not, however, change the identity and interests of the state, nor do they alter its essential functions and competencies. Instead, neo-liberal institutionalism rests on micro-economic foundations and a state-centric, rationalist approach to behavior. In part because of its reliance on classical trade theory and more recent work on public goods and strategic bargaining, neo-liberal institutionalists assign institutions less importance than do functionalists; in effect, regional institutions operate at the margins to generate increases in trade and wealth that would otherwise go unrealized.
Neo-liberal institutionalism has been the most influential theoretical approach to the recent study of international co-operation: it represents a highly plausible and generalizable theory that allows better understanding of the resurgence of regionalism\textsuperscript{1}. Analysis of institutionalism is based on a number of core arguments. Firstly, due to increasing levels of interdependence, it manifests an increased ‘demand’ for international co-operation.

Institutions are defined as purposively generated solutions that are oriented towards collective action problems of different kinds and, according to Robert Keohane, international regimes to mythical positions of authority over states are not elevated by the institutionalism, on the contrary, such regimes are established by states on the purpose to achieve their goals. When dealing with dilemmas that are associated with coordination and collaboration under conditions of interdependence, governments ask international institutions to enable them in order to achieve their interests that are limited to collective actions\textsuperscript{2}. Norms, rules and institutions are established due to the fact that they help states to deal with common problems and are the basis for welfare.

Neo-liberal institutionalism is heavily statist phenomenon. It is characterized by the means, which are perceived by states as rational and leading to co-operation. While dealing with neoliberal institution, state is defined as an effective gatekeeper that guards the gate between domestic and international space. Indeed, this approach emphasizes how the role of state is strengthened by successful collaborative management of common problems. Thus, rational institutionalism is seeking how to retain neo-realist assumptions, but it does not agree that they do preclude co-operation.

Institutions are important due to the benefits they provide and due to their authority on the players calculations and the ways in which states define their interests. Provision of information, amount of transparency and monitoring, reduction of transaction costs, development of convergent expectations and the productive use of issue-linkage strategies help to achieve this. Particular attention is paid to the number of players; the extent of the states’ involvement in an ongoing process of co-operation (the idea of repeated games of ‘iteration’ and the importance to lengthen the shadow of the future); and effectiveness of the mechanism that is oriented against fraud (the fraud that is considered as the main obstacle to co-operation rather than, as neo-realist argue, distributional structure and concern for relative gains).

Institutionalism theories concentrate on the ways in which strategic interaction may lead to the emergence of cooperation in a given area of international relations. As it was mentioned earlier, the dominant trend that prevailed in the 1970s and 1980s


was the objective to apply this approach to non-region-specific questions (mainly in the economic and environmental fields, but also putting little emphasis on security regimes). However, institutions have increasingly turned their attention to the EC, highlighting the extent to which even institutionally complex regional arrangements are based on an evolving set of intergovernmental negotiations between the major states. Also, they have pointed to the reassertion of the European national governments’ control after the early movement in the direction of supranationalism and the creation or strengthening of intergovernmental practices and institutions³.

When applied to the other examples of regionalism, institutionalism theory would allow to identify the ways in which processes of regionalization and regional economic evidence: firstly, this should be material problems and, what Richard Cooper has called, ‘international policy externalities’ that require collective management; and secondly, this should be the incentives for reducing transaction costs and facilitating intra-regional linkages⁴. It is expected that both would lead to the expansion of formal or informal interstate cooperative institutions. Thus, for example, the dilemma faced by the USA and Mexico in the NAFTA process was not whether they should move closer to each other, but rather whether the management of increasingly complex and dense economic, environmental and societal interdependencies that had emerged over the past forty years should be formalized and institutionalized, or left to ad hoc political bargaining. Equally, the increased emphasis on political regionalism in Asia Pacific region reflects the need for institutionalism theory to ‘mange’ the increased levels of economic interdependence that had grown up across the region.

According to Peter Petri, the importance of a particular partner in a country’s transaction is likely to be closely related to the country’s investments in the linkages with that partner. Therefore, it is not surprising that a wide array of regional initiatives have recently emerged to address the new issues generated by East Asian interdependence. When viewed from the analytical perspective, these initiatives can be seen as attempts to reduce transaction costs in regional trade, international trade frictions, and to impose regional economic forces against external economic challenges⁵.

From an institutionalism perspective, the emergence of regional security regimes (such as OSCE or ASEAN Regional Forum, or the network of confidence-building measures in South America) should not be viewed in terms of balance of power or alliance formation. Rather, they have been established and will survive because of the benefits they provide: they facilitate communication, spread of information,

transparency; they reduce general threat perceptions and worst-case thinking; and they undercut self-fulfilling prophecies that lie at the heart of the security dilemma.

Finally, regional cohesion would emerge. On this view, they would emerge not due to grand proposals to create new federal structures, but due to the way that allows formation of an increasingly dense network, which is possible because of individual or issue-specific co-operation concentrated on each new issue and embedded in a larger and more complex whole.

2. Regional institutionalism in Southeast Asia

Neo-liberal institutionalism has a considerable explanatory power and tracks well with the evolution of the EU, the NAFTA and the ASEAN. Substantial increases in intra-regional trade preceded the formation of regional institutions in Europe, North America and the Pacific. These increases were principally market-driven and facilitated by proximity, historical and cultural ties, and other non-institutional factors. Institutions emerged as a greater interdependence created a need for them. The gradual proliferation of the EU’s institutional infrastructure and its autonomous and supranational character best fit a neo-liberal account. The institutions of the EU have taken on a life of their own, surpassing member states in the ambition of their agenda for integration.

Global and regional institutions can and should work together in order to promote international peace and security. Regional statesmen have a deep interest in conflict management in their respective regions, and in most cases they can help to guarantee legitimacy, share local knowledge and experience, and some resources, especially in the form of personnel. However, there are several limitations, such as lack of mandate, the difficulty of maintaining impartiality and forcing common positions, limited recourses and organizational shortcomings.

Southeast Asian regional institutions have difficulties in explaining the legacy of colonialism. Historically, every East Asia country was colonized or dominated by foreign powers. Colonialism oriented the colonized countries, politically and economically, toward their imperial rulers rather than each other, a separation that continued for centuries (in some cases) until the post war period of World War II. Nonetheless, the countries of the region remained separated – both internally and from each other – by ethnicity, languages, religion and culture. Southeast Asian states have been concerned regarding establishment of viable, politically legitimate governments. This concern is the most important factor that allows finding out how far regional states are determined to go on the purpose to establish and encourage effective regional institutions.

---

Why did Southeast Asia need an intergovernmental organization? According to Thanat Khoman, writing 25 years since he hosted the first meeting of five foreign ministers who affixed their signatures to the Bangkok Declaration, the most important reason was the fact that after withdrawal of the colonial powers, there would evidence a power vacuum which could attract outsiders who could step in for political gains. He believed that due to discouragement of any form of intraregional contact that has been made from the side of the colonial statesmen, the idea of neighbors working together in a joint effort was thus encouraged.

The Bangkok Declaration proclaimed that the Southeast Asian countries share a primary responsibility for strengthening the economic and social stability of the region and ensuring their peaceful and progressive national development. The founders’ model was the European Economic Community. But even before it could get itself organized for economic cooperation, major political and security issues began to preoccupy the ASEAN: the intensifying Vietnam War, the subsequent occupation of Cambodia by Vietnam and the Cambodian peace process. This period stretched to about two-thirds of ASEAN’s existence.

From the beginning, the five founding members – Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand – agreed that the ASEAN should be open to all Southeast Asian states. But the immediately succeeding years were not conducive for this to happen. It took more than three decades for the organization to realize the vision of bringing all Southeast Asian countries under the framework of one regional cooperation. The final consolidation of the ASEAN into ten member countries was a function of several factors – domestic, regional and global. Brunei Darussalam joined after it became independent, while the end of the Cold War and the political normalization in Cambodia paved the way for the entry of the Indochinese states – Vietnam, Laos, Myanmar and finally Cambodia (see Annex 1).

The contemporary discussion of the ASEAN is focused on the extent of successful creation of the ASEAN’s regional identity in Southeast Asia. There is the unconvincing evidence which states that the ASEAN is the foundation of a strong regional identity. ASEAN’s limited ability to create such an identity is an expression of an inherent tension between state sovereignty and regionalism. ASEAN’s members designed it to maintain and promote conceptions of sovereignty. There are numerous examples of ASEAN’s members acting in ways that undermine the unity and the principles of the organization, but there also are examples of the ASEAN as the

---

8 Ibid., p. 6.
institution that accepts the compromise of its stated goals in order to accommodate the sovereign concerns of its members.

Since its inception, the ASEAN was a non-aggression pact between its members and represented a political united front against communist insurgency. Its initial mission was interested in creating space for its members, which would allow them to construct themselves as states\textsuperscript{11}. The ASEAN promoted a vision of regional order that emphasized the importance of national sovereignty, prevention of intervention in the member’s internal affairs and affirmed Southeast Asia’s right to be free from the intervention of the great powers. At the same time, however, most of the member states perceived ASEAN’s declaratory positions as potential impediments to their actual pursuit of security and sovereignty. The realization of the sovereign ideal that was symbolized by the ASEAN often was not the most effective way to protect sovereignty (more comprehensive information about the ASEAN’s institutional structure is represented in Table 1).

Table 1. ASEAN’s institutional structure

Source: compiled by the author.

ASEAN’s institutional initiatives and practices were adapted to fit or, at least, not to conflict with its member’s self-interests. For example, according to the ASEAN Declaration of 1967, a long-term goal of the ASEAN was the removal of foreign military bases from Southeast Asia. However, most of the ASEAN states were dependent on the security guarantees, which were supposed to be ensured by outside powers (Britain and the USA) to help project their sovereignty. Ambiguity and not mentioning the time period given to achieve this goal was a necessity in the Declaration. Similarly, political compromise was the reason why ASEAN’s Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality (ZOPFAN) emerged. The ZOPFAN was introduced by Malaysia, because the latter wanted Southeast Asia to be neutralized by the agreement between the great powers.

The other ASEAN states rejected the Malaysian proposal, because most of them relied on their external allies for security. Indonesia was the country that defined China as the major threat to the region, it refused to endorse a plan that would legitimize a Chinese role in the regional affairs. The ZOPFAN that emerged due to the ASEAN’s deliberations was a long-term goal. No real limitations were imposed upon
its members. Corporate decision-making process, which encourages consultation and consensus building, is the way of the ASEAN. The members are not enforced to make such the decisions that might be in conflict with their national interests. Finally, the ASEAN has kept the ASEAN’s Secretariat, which manages the group’s activities, understaffed and overworked. ASEAN’s major initiatives are conceptualized in the ASEAN’s secretariats, which are established in the foreign ministries of each member state. The control of the ASEAN decision-making process is maintained in every member state.

Four new members (Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos and Burma) were added to the ASEAN during the post-Cold War period. Moreover, it has increased the scope of its activities by establishing the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) and the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) (more comprehensive information about free trade agreements is represented in Table 2). These efforts, in part, have been made in order to maintain and to enhance the ASEAN’s effectiveness as a voice that speaks in the name of Southeast Asia, part of the ASEAN’s appeal to its new members, however, there also was the promise that the organization could improve its international position, but it had to be guaranteed that such the position, as a matter of principle, would not intervene in their internal affairs.

### Table 2. ASEAN countries’ Free Trade Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intra-East Asia FTA</th>
<th>Membership</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA)</td>
<td>ASEAN-10</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN-Japan Comprehensive Economic Partnership</td>
<td>ASEAN-10, Japan</td>
<td>Framework agreement signed in Oct 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(including bilateral)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(CEP outline negotiations begin in April 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN-China Comprehensive Economic Co-operation</td>
<td>ASEAN-10, China</td>
<td>Framework agreement signed in Nov. 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(including FTA)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Early Harvest Programme and Trade in Goods Agreement implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN+3</td>
<td>ASEAN-10, China, Japan, South Korea</td>
<td>Chiang Mai Initiative on monetary and financial co-operation implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN-Sout Korea Comprehensive Economic Partnership</td>
<td>ASEAN-10, South Korea</td>
<td>Negotiations ongoing (FTA outline negotiations begin in early 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(including FTA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia FTA</td>
<td>ASEAN-10, China, Japan, South Korea</td>
<td>East Asia Study Group’s measures for establishing an East Asia FTA adopted, further negotiations ongoing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

Economic crisis in Asia has challenged these promises. The crisis has highlighted that the ASEAN’s ability to deal with regional economic upheaval – which was already very limited – was contingent on its capacity to address the domestic policies of its members, the ASEAN’s refusal to reconsider the principle of prevention of intervention, however, it effectively paralyzed the organization.

3. New institutional structures in Southeast Asia

The creation of an Asian Monetary Fund (AMF) was proposed by Japan at the height of the economic crisis. This initiative was strongly opposed by the United States and the International Monetary Fund (IMF); China and South Korea also, initially, opposed a proposal that would enhance Japanese influence in the region. The idea was generally supported by the states of Southeast Asia, believing that the AMF would disburse loans without violation of the sovereignty of its Asian members, or would at least be sensitive to the political and economic circumstances of its client states.

The overall opposition to the initiative was too great, however, and Japan allowed it to fail. Nonetheless, the AMF idea continues to resurface in the aftermath of the crisis. China and South Korea now support the idea, and the newly-formed APT (which consists of the ASEAN states plus China, Japan and South Korea) may be considered as an embryonic AMF. Nonetheless, there remain huge obstacles, which can prevent from the establishment of such a regional organization, and by neo-liberal theory most of them focused around strategic uncertainly and still prevailing tensions between the major Asian players.

Initially, the Manila Framework addressed the failure of the AFM idea. The Manila Framework allows the IMF disbursements to be supplemented with cooperative financial mechanism, enhances economic and technical cooperation, particularly on the purpose to strengthen domestic financial systems and regulatory capacities, and establishes a regional financial surveillance mechanism. The framework remains extremely limited; however, it lacks any formal structure or guaranteed funding.

Over time, the APT states, supported by a better-institutionalized APT unit of economic monitoring and surveillance, will make decisions regarding requests for funding from the member states. Chaipravat hopes that in the near future, regional financial cooperation and institutionalization will have grown to a point where a common currency area will become a viable and realistic option for East Asia. The

Ministers of Finance and the governors of the central banks will have their final word regarding the modalities, sizes, mechanisms, operating procedures, rules and regulations of East Asia's RFA\textsuperscript{17}. Given the region's total of 1.9 billion people and its gross domestic product of 2 trillion dollars, the APT meetings are expected by some observers to form the basis for the emergence of a huge single market, possibly having a major impact on the creation of a tripartite world economic system\textsuperscript{18}.

ASEAN Plus Three was established as the first regional institution that involves only the nations of East Asia on the purpose to promote political and economic cooperation at senior official, ministerial and heads-of-government levels\textsuperscript{19}. The aim of the meetings is to enhance interactions and to foster closer relations through the increased cooperation and collaboration opportunities, thereby strengthening the promotion of mutual understanding, trust, good neighborhood and friendly relations, on the purpose to ensure peace, stability and prosperity in the region. However, these assessments are not beneficial when dealing with the real and serious political problems that complicate the development of the APT/RFA (a regional financial arrangement – RFA). Most of these problems originate in the region itself: unresolved tensions and rivalries between China and Japan complicate the matter of political leadership in the APT and block the development of an effective regional financial institution, at least in the near future\textsuperscript{20}. Another concern is whether or not conditionality should be attached to APT/RFA loans. This concern is directly related to the issues of sovereignty.

Even the APT/RFA that sensitively responds to the political and economic realities of its member states will have to apply some conditionality in regard of its loans. Otherwise, the RFA will have to face the perspective of wasting considerable resources on states that might pursue economic policies and practices. The same considerations should be applied to any swap agreements that may now exist between Asian states. The perspective regarding determination of the terms by the APT in respect of its members is controversial in Asia because it could mean a major violation of the state sovereignty, however sensitive those conditions might be. The fact that this particular Asian institution would have to force conditionality was identified as a problem that was argued by Lee Kuan Yew, the former Prime Minister of Singapore, who declared that the IMF would need to continue its activities in Asia because the IMF was an external actor that could force the Asian states to make changes that no other Asian actor could demand\textsuperscript{21}. The political volatility of one Asian state, or set of states, when determining the terms in respect of other countries, is the issue that loops back into

\begin{enumerate}
    \item \textsuperscript{18} Narinee, S., \textit{supra} note 14, p. 74-77.
    \item \textsuperscript{20} Narinee, S. \textit{Explaining ASEAN: Regionalism in Southeast Asia}. Boulder, Colorado: Lynne Rienner, 2002, p. 185.
    \item \textsuperscript{21} \textit{Ibid.}, p. 186-188.
\end{enumerate}
the question of leadership: if the AMF was dominated by any of the regional powers, it would risk being regarded as an imperial extension of the dominant regional actors with the help of the weaker states of the region. This is especially sensitive issue, given the historical legacy of Japan and modern concerns with a rising China.

Based on the theory of neo-liberalism, a new regional structure that undertakes responsibility to solve the issues of sovereignty and weakness is the ASEAN Surveillance Process (ASP). The ASP was established on the purpose to oversee the economies of the ASEAN and to report as early as possible regarding any practices that might contribute to the future economic disruption. The ASP is still in the preliminary stage. However, its initial efforts to monitor the ASEAN economies have led to dissatisfaction from the side of many ASEAN states and they refused to share information with the ASP. The biggest fear of these states is that sensitive industrial and other information eventually will end up in the hands of competitors residing in other ASEAN countries. The states also lack the potential to force sharing of information by the companies that do not want to share it. The ASP has faced the limitations of state capacity and the concerns of ASEAN states regarding national competitive advantage.

Conclusions

The lack of common interests leads to the absence of institutions and thus to instability and possible conflict. In contrast, the existence of institutions facilitates cooperation by limiting opportunist behaviour and by creating a network of interaction between states. By providing credible information, institutions reduce uncertainty. R. O. Keohane emphasizes that institutions can serve as the informational and signalling mechanisms that enable states to get more information about their interests, preferences and intentions of other states. Norms and rules developed by successful institutions regularize the behaviour of states belonging to them, making it more predictable. Institutions provide political space to build new coalitions on the purpose to try and to affect the emerging norms in the ways that are congruent with the interests of institutions and to keep a balance or at least to deflect the preferences and policies of the most powerful establishments. Institutions form the possibility for the region to emerge as a single actor in the international system.

Institutional capacity refers to the ability of regional institutions to make decisions. As well, it involves organs, rules and procedures, which are needed for implementation of these decisions. Also, the following are important: the capacity and efficacy to collect, collate and analyze data; the principles and the procedures

---

needed for making of decisions; the necessary subsidiary organs established for realization of these decisions; capabilities of command, control and communication; administrative and logistics support. In order to be effective, regional institutions have to command the respect and authority of the parties to the dispute in concern. In order to fulfill this need, regional institutions must be perceived to be impartial and strong, and with a good track record. Recognition, cooperation and support by other regional and global institutions may enhance credibility, as well. Lack of coordination and especially lack of competitive behavior by other institutions may undermine legitimacy and credibility.

Southeast Asian states should be wary of larger, global institutions if they are reluctant to sacrifice sovereignty to regional institutions. However, while dealing with the theory of neo-liberalism, it is stated that global and regional institutions have significant differences. In general, the larger state memberships and disparate interests encompassed by the global structures mean that they are less intrusive and less coherent than smaller regional structures are. As it was mentioned earlier, global institutions do not have the same historical baggage and do not face the same security issues as regional institutions. Moreover, Southeast Asian states need to participate in the global system for few reasons: they have little choice but to join the international regimes that define the fundamental rules of the system, while Southeast Asian states may have little control over global international regimes, they do have control over their self-created regimes, and they are unwilling to accord too much power to such regimes when there is no need to do this. These previously mentioned facts show that loose, consensus-oriented regional institutions of East Asia were well matched to their environments. However, inadequate position in a globalized world is proved by these institutions.

There is a difficult situation in the states of the Southeast Asia. However, theory of neo-liberalism suggests that successful cooperation requires a level of sovereign control and unification of national identity that many countries are still trying to develop. Being a strong, legitimate, sovereign state may be considered as an essential condition that should be ensured on the purpose to lay the foundation for the successful regional organization that operates in the emerging international environment. First of all, the states must firmly grasp the levers of sovereignty before loosening their hold. Moreover, the states may have to accept new responsibilities due to the new international forces. However, if the states lack capacity and the internal unity, which are essential in order to manage these new responsibilities, then they have to face even more complicated situations than before. Domestic structures can be promoted to collapse by globalization. It is said that the best perspective for the institutional development in Southeast Asia is associated with the fact that the states believe that regional institutions can be used fully in the process of state-building.
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tarptautine sistema, kuriai atstovauja tokio pobūdžio institucijos vykdydamos regioninę politiką. Dėl šių priežasčių institucijų poveikis gali turėti įtakos regionalizacijos procesų tęstinumui konkretiame regione.


Nustatyta, kad regioninių institucijų efektyvumą Pietryčių Azijoje lemia reglamentuotas regionui aktualius klausimų sprendimas ekonominio bendradarbiavimo, transporto, aplinkosaugos, politinio dialogo vystymo srityse. Institucijos Pietryčių Azijoje atlieka papildančios struktūros vaidmenį sprendimų priėmimo procese, daro poveikį atskiroms nacionalinėms valstybėms, jų piliečiams ir kartu teikia siūlymus ieškant konkretaus iškilusių problemų sprendimo

Straipsnyje analizuojamas regioninis institucionalizmas Pietryčių Azijoje daugiausia dėmesio skiriant ASEAN organizacijai. ASEAN institucinių struktūrų formavimas vyko lėtai, daugiau dėmesio buvo skiriama dialogui tarp regiono valstybių. Tačiau dabar institucijų vaidmuo, jų efektyvumas veikti regione ir už jo ribų tapo vienu iš svarbiausių ASEAN bruožų: kasmetiniais užsienio reikalų ministrų susitikimais, nacionalinių sekretoriatų veikla valstybių narių sostinėse, ASEAN sekretoriato, įvairių laikinių ir nuolatiniių komitetų veiklos, valstybių viršūnių susitikimais. Išsiaiškinta, kad regioninių institucijų efektyvumas pasireiškia politinių ir saugumo konsultacijų skatinimu tarp regiono valstybių, pasitikėjimo kūrimu, preventyvisios diplomatijos raiška Azijos ir Ramiojo vandenyno regione.

Reikšminiai žodžiai: regionalizmas, regioninis institucionalizmas, Pietryčių Azijos regionas, tarptautinė organizacijos.
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